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Abstract- This article aims to investigate the impact of Covid-19 pandemic on banking sector regarding loan 

moratorium in India. Covid-19 first detected in Chine in the end of 2019 and spread all over the world which 

started on 24 March 2020 for 21days and further it extended up to three months. To prevent the spread of 

pandemic various governments have imposed lockdown. Banking sector was one of the sectors which was badly 

affected by the lockdown. People also faced problem to pay their debts. RBI permitted three-month moratorium 

for all kind of banks in India. This relief was provided to shield businesses from the economic impact caused by 

covid-19 induced lockdown. Despite the fact that the lockdown was important and inescapable to forestall the 

quicker spread of this infection, which influences the different area of the economy, which brought about friendly 

disengagement with in the nations, shut boundaries, loss of business, loss of work, industry wide closure, and a 

lot more unfriendly financial impact. The paper offers a pragmatic response to the Covid-19 impact on the issues 

of loan moratorium based on three-factor stakeholders ethical perspective involving the government, bank and 

the loan holders. 
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Introduction- The world which always hummed with exercises has fallen quiet and every one of the assets 

have been redirected to meeting the never encountered the emergency “The covid-19 pandemic is causing havoc 

across the world. The Asian development bank predicts that the global economic cost of the pandemic is likely 

to be between $5.8 and $8.8 trillion (approx. 6.4-9.7% of world GDP).”. The serious blow faced by banking 

sector because banking sector is the lifeline of the economy. In India, RBI is the principal banking organization. 
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It supervises and administers change manage and banking guidelines and administers the authority’s economic 

policy (Chaudhary, M., Sodani, P. R., & Das, S. 2020). The financial institution plays a crucial function 

mobilization of deposits and disbursement of credit to various sectors. The banks deals in cash and credit score 

where they take delivery of cash from public to generate credit score inside the economy. In the year 2020, 10 

small public region banks were amalgated into four big capital affluent banks to cope up with world standard. In 

order to bring them up to par with international banks, ten public region banks (PSB) merged into four capital 

wealthy banks at the start of the fiscal year 2020. This filled in as a mile-required push for such PSBs to have the 

capacities to assist larger organization’s financial needs, which thus may help provide drive to the developing 

monetary framework. Lamentably, before this predominant choice should yield effective effects, they were 

confronted with a pandemic that the sector was not organized for. 

The outbreak of Covid-19 brought every sector standoff. RBI had offered a 6 months loan moratorium scheme 

to the borrowers by doing equated monthly installments (EMIs).  Moratorium period is the period of time during 

which you do not have to pay an EMI on loan taken. The RBI’s scheme of moratorium which provided much 

needed relief to borrowers affected by Covid-19, but was transitory short-term arrangement.  

 

Covid-19 Impact on banking sector- This pandemic affected every sector very badly especially the 

banking sector. The banks mainly to dealt with the NPA on their balance sheet. In this covid period generally 

banks badly affecting credit growth and debt market in the financial intermediation. In the past few years, India 

has been facing the stresses of twin balance sheet in the banking sectors. The predicament of overleveraged 

enterprises on the one hand and bad-loan-encumbered banks on the other is referred to as the twin balance sheet 

dilemma (Ramasamy, D. K. 2020).  In contrast to maximum organizations, banks were not able to provide their 

employee the security net of telecommuting even as they did attempt to urge their customers to benefit of their 

networking services, they by and by needed had to put on their masks, adhere to the considered necessary safety 

protocols and services their invaluable customers. Nirmala Sitharaman finance minister of India introduced that 

the cash withdrawn from the debit card, without any charge being levied debit cardholder might be withdrawn 

cash from any financial institution’s ATM till June 30, 2020. Sitharaman moreover surrendered the minimal 

stability charge charged from clients till June 30,2020. Advance, finance minister also coordinated banks all 

throughout the nation to diminish costs on virtual transactions for all organizations and clients until June 30,2020. 

The RBI assist the borrowers to provide comfort degree to help them over money related issues accomplished 

because of this pandemic. The RBI had given a six-month moratorium on all mortgaged equated month-to-month 

installments (EMIs) which lies between march1 and august 31, 2020. This moratorium avail on all types of loans 

that include private loan, home loan and so on with credit card dues also. In the moratorium duration debt holder 

was not required to pay EMIs on their loans and advances. The borrowers were given the advantage of 

moratorium till they might to resume business operations to their full capability. 
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Loan Moratorium: An Ethical Dilemma- RBI gave directions to the banks for the moratorium of the 

loan for the individual who are affected with their job and the salary in the covid-19. About, 45% of the borrowers 

benefitted of the moratorium, while repayment delays will provide transient comfort to debtors, those directives 

can even constrain banks abilities to take proactive restructuring and healing movements. Those measures also 

could result in a fair extra construct-up of credit score losses as soon as the moratoriums are lifted. The loan 

moratorium is help for cash flows only not a discount in payable quantities. As a result, simplest those who have 

liquidity issues (misplaced a task, reduce in earnings and many others) ought to avail the mortgage moratorium, 

as they continue to pay interest at the mortgage incredible and the tenure may be prolonged with the aid of the 3-

months duration too. One has to pay EMI after three months (if one goes for the moratorium option) that is 

available for all retail and agriculture/crop loans and time period loans. It’s miles very crucial to remember the 

fact that if you forget about to pay EMI for the subsequent three months with none liquidity crunch, then these 

three months interest gets add directly to in addition 3 months of your overall EMI duration with extra interest. 

One will ought to pay greater interest as compare to the present-day interest of fees; this will be applicable on all 

terms of the loans and credit card EMIs. So, if you are capable to pay the EMI amount for the subsequent three 

months, then it is advised by way of the experts that no longer to avoid the charge. Covid-19 affected the recovery 

ratio also as before the pandemic the fund recovery from the default customer is high as around more than 80% 

but after the pandemic the customer who is defaulter were not able to pay fund as they are also impacted as money 

flow is lack down because of this pandemic. 

 

Interest on Interest in Unrest: Is it ethical? 

The RBI had allowed borrowers to seeking a six- month moratorium on loan as a relief for people laid low with 

covid-19. Compound interest is being charged from the borrowers who take loans from any types of the banks. 

The debtors who benefitted of the moratorium could ought to pay interest with the entire loan amount. The 

government came up with the scheme following the Supreme Court order to provide relief to the small debtors. 

As per the scheme of loan moratorium the difference among the compound and simple interest will be reimbursed 

to the eligible debtors, whether or not they are benefitted for the moratorium or not, the entire price of the interest 

waiver would be around rs.5000 crore-rs.6000 crore. This range can be among rs.10,000 crore- rs.15000 crore if 

the power is prolonged to all borrowers.  

 

ELIGIBILITY: Up to rs.2crore loan. 

 

PERIOD: March to August. 
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WAIVER CATEGORIES: 

• MSME loans, education loans, home loan, auto loan, consumer durable loans, 

credit card dues, personal loans to professionals’ loans and consumption loans. 

• Benefit also available to those who were clearing dues. 

 

• RBI had allowed borrowers to seek 6- months moratorium on all loans but 

lenders were charging interest on entire amount (principal + interest), which 

meant repayment period extending by over 6 months. 

 

 

 

NPA and Recovery Issues: For a financial institution, the credits given by means of the financial institution 

is taken into consideration as its possessions. So, in case the principle or the interest or both the components of a 

mortgage had not been serviced to the financial institution, then it might be taken into consideration as NPA. Any 

types of the asset that is not giving returns to its buyers for indicated time period is called as non-acting asset 

(NPA). Usually, the maximum targeted time outline is 90 days. Generally, NPA categorized into 3  

sorts (Kumar, K. S. V., Babu, P. R., & Kumar, K. P. 2017) 

 

Sub-Standard Assets: Any types of assets which remains as Non-Performing Asset 

for less than or equal to 12 months. 

Doubtful Assets: An asset, which remained in the above category for 12 months. 

Loss Assets: Any asset which are in loss or loss identified by banks and loan had not 

been completely written off after the asset valuation. 

 

Under the benchmark situation scenario, the gross NPA proportions of all planned business 

 Banks are likely to explode from 8.5 percent in March 2020 to 12.5% by March 2021, and to 14.7% under a 

seriously focused on scenario, according to pressure appraisals led by the financial controller. Despite challenges 

from other regions such as non-banking financial agencies and cooperative banks, the slowdown in international 

and residential development impulses in the recent past had an impact on credit score call for asset quality, capital 

adequacy, and profitability of scheduled commercial banks advanced after an extended period of strain. In the 

meanwhile, problems like as the resolution of stressed assets, weak corporate governance, and frauds must be 

addressed in order to confirm a positive outlook. 

(Perwej, Dr. A. (2020) The score affiliation, which has slashed India’s anticipated GDP improvement to 9% from 

5% the way to restoration for banks in emerging markets like can be excruciating. It will take a long time for 
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banks to return to long-term averages for key asset pleasantness and profitability ratios. China, Canada, 

Singapore, Hong Kong, South Korea, and Saudi Arabia are among the less affected banking jurisdictions. The 

hit on financial institutions has been unequivocally severe. S&P’s unfavorable rating actions from march 1 to 

September 7 include 234 rating moves on banks and 101 score actions on non-bank financial firms. Approx. 70% 

of the rating changes have been due to changes in viewpoint. Credit losses of around $2.1 trillion are expected in 

the global financial region in 2020 and 2021, owing to the pandemic.   

 

Three Factor Stakeholder Analysis: Pragmatica and Ethical Response  

Despite the fact that the banks are not satisfied with the authorities’ interest waiver plan; it would be surprisingly 

useful for debtors who’re in the initial years of loan compensation as the interest aspect is especially excessive 

for them. It’s going to also offer a large remedy to credit card holders who opted for the moratorium, categories 

such loans typically have an excessive rate of interest. A few mortgage categories in order to advantage include 

MSMEs, education, housing, consumer durable, credit cards, auto personal and consumption. Moratorium helps 

in bringing down the financial strain, explicitly throughout the covid episode. It gives the borrowers breath space 

within the tight liquidity conditions. It subsequently gives break as you can redirect your financial plan for 

significant wishes. Also, if you can avail moratorium, your credit score will not be affected and you will no longer 

be said as a defaulter in this way, this might be accommodating for your future progresses or advance where you 

can avail the mortgage without trouble. Moreover, the bank will no longer rate any punishment even in case you 

are not reimbursing the credit.   

  

Limitations:   

The greatest drawback of loan moratorium is that the interest amount on loan is not deferred just waived off for 

a particular time of period. In short, we can say that the government provides only the short-term relief to the 

borrowers, and will have to pay the complete amount interest as well as the principal amount to the bank. Another 

issue is that the loan tenure period extends to long time and increase the burden on the financial position of a 

person.  To begin with low interest rates, near to zero or indeed negative, are here to remain for much longer. It 

will increase pressure on banks profitability. Secondly, the drift towards the digitalization might increment indeed 

assist, as social distance might end up the new normal routine and intercommunication between the client and the 

bank carry indeed the cost higher. It might suggest that the closure of additional branches and more grounded 

dependence on phone and net banking. Subsequently we might see the additional competitive pressures on banks, 

hence requiring an innovator response by them.  

 

Conclusion:  
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Loan moratorium reduces the financial burden on lakhs of small borrowers. The government’s scheme will also 

apply to borrowers who did not apply for the moratorium to maintain uniformity. Assuming a borrower fits the 

qualification standards, the individual will get cash back for the bank for ideal installment of advances. The 

government’s interest on interest waiver plot will cover a few categories of advances - MSMEs, education, 

automobiles, consumer durables, individual, housing and indeed credit card contribution. Compound interest 

charges on each loan of up to Rs.2 crore will have to be credited by bank for the six-month moratorium period. 

The RBI has also advised all lending institutions in the country to grant the relief to borrowers within the 

stipulated time. All borrowers with progresses up to Rs. 2 crores will advantage beneath the government’s 

‘interest on interest’ waiver conspire. This implies any individuals or MSME with loan above Rs.2 crore will not 

be eligible for the benefit. Note that such individual whose records were declared as NPAs as of Feb 29,2020 

would not get qualified for any types of advantages under the loan moratorium scheme. Such people who had 

applied for the loan moratorium before will see a remarkable sum after the interest or interest waiver is credited. 

This will prompt lower months to months installments for the rest of the credit residency. This is also likely to 

decrease their outstanding amount, resulting in lower EMIs for the rest of the tenure. Banks and Financial 

institutions all over the country are expected to start crediting the amount for ‘interest on interest’ charged during 

the six months of the moratorium. After they are done with the crediting process to eligible borrowers, banks can 

lodge their claim with the government for the reimbursement by December 15. The loan moratorium waiver 

scheme is likely to cost the government Rs.6500 crore. The government has taken action to eliminate the 

compound interest components of outstanding debts that accumulated during the six-month loan moratorium. As 

previously stated, minor categories of borrowers will see a slight reduction in their outstanding loan amounts. 

This reduction is likely to result in a modified payment cycle, giving small borrowers more breathing room. while 

all categories of borrowers are expected to benefit from the government’s interest on interest waiver, credit card 

owners who opted for the moratorium are expected to benefit the most. It may be noted that the Centre had earlier 

asked for a month’s time to implement the interest-on-interest waiver scheme, but the Supreme Court denied its 

request. The Supreme Court then asked the Centre to implement the scheme and credit the ‘interest on interest’ 

charges to borrowers as soon as possible.   
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